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JOINTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
MULTIPURPOSE (MPJ) STRAIGHT JOINT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Overlap cables at centre line of joint by 
approximately 75mm. 
 
2. Cut the stepped ends of the shell halves so 
that they fit over the cable sheath without 
interference but at the same time giving 
minimum clearances to avoid any eccentricity. 
 
3. Thoroughly abrade the cable sheath. 
 
4. Remove outer sheath of the cables allowing 
25mm minimum on small joint sizes and up to 
40mm maximum on larger joint sizes within the 
shell. (See Fig 2) 
 
5. From the outer sheath cut terminate armour 
(if any) to a distance equal to the constant force 
spring. 
 
6. Terminate bedding to approximately 5mm of 
the armour wires. 
 
7. Open cable cores out to their jointing position 
and, in turn remove insulation from each core.       
(half connector length + 5mm, staggering them if 
possible) 

8. Compress each connector in turn. 
 
9. Remove 40mm of insulation from each end of 
the armour braid . Position one end of the braid as fig1 
on top of the armour and wrap the spring over the top. 
Fold back the excess braid over the top of the spring. 
NOTE: When using MPJ4 on 95mm2 cable use both 
9&16mm2 braids 
Apply a few turns of PVC tape in the direction of the roll 
over the roll spring & braid. 
 
10. Repeat for the other side of the joint. 
 
11. Wrap tape over spring in the same direction as the 
spring was applied. 
 
12. Check and adjust if necessary, the clearances 
(10mm between joint and shell ) 
 
13. Clean the overall sheath at the box entry positions. 
Position box shells centrally around the joint and snap 
the two halves together. Note:- MPJ5 to MPJ8 use cable 
ties to hold box . Wrap the sealing tape around each 
stepped end forming a seal between shell and cable 
over sheath. 
 
14. Mix the resin in accordance with the instructions 
supplied and pour into box through the top opening 
until full, fit lid (s) 

Fig 1 
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JEM RESIN MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

                                                            
 

 
 

Open container and remove JEM kit. 
Check pouch for any signs of damage 
before proceeding. 

Aerate the powder side by rotating and tumbling 
the powder for 30 seconds. This will facilitate 
mixing. 

           
 

To start the mixing process, hold the bag 
as shown above, so that the liquid is 
forced into the powder. 

Squeeze the liquid through the membrane seal and 
onto the powder. 

 
 

Make sure that the membrane seal is 
completely open before mixing the powder 
and liquid together. 

Before mixing, rotate and shake at the corners to 
free powder 

 

Tumble mix and knead the bag for 1-2 
minutes ensuring that there are no lumps 
of dry powder remaining. 

Finally, cut off one corner of the pouch and pour 
contents into the joint shell. 

 


